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Radioheads— BBC Radio 4 Farming Today

You get a call one morning from a friendly
woman saying she’s a
producer from the Beeb,
and the next thing
you’ve said yes, you’d
love her to spend an
hour on the farm doing
and recording some of

the hands-on stuff we
cover on our smallholder training courses.

ing Today were investigating whether this is
really case.

Anna Varle from Radio
4’s Farming Today
wanted to to talk about
smallholding for a colour piece (huh—there I
am using media lingo as
if I‘d known what it was
before she explained).
Farmers have concerns
about small scale backyard keepers slipping
under the net of legislation and regulation and
causing health and welfare problems so Farm-

Anna came and sexed
ducks, moved (in fact
chased full pelt) sheep
from one of our lower
fields up to the handling barn, learned how
to turn up a sheep, admired the piglets and
left with a grin.
At 5.45 the following
morning we eased ourselves out of bed to
listen in to Farming Today (and no, that’s NOT
our usual rising time).

The half hour recording
was trimmed down to a
nifty four and a half
minutes, the ducks
quacked and drakes
rasped on cue, and Andrew now has to live
down the hilarious
comment that when
buying a sheep you
need to check that it
has a leg at each corner. Last time I looked,
ours do, so we must be
doing something right.

South Yeo Farm West goes international (well, European)

Lambskin in Norway

On our July Intro to
Smallholding course
our participants spontaneously added a star to
one of their numbers’
name badges—Adrian
had travelled specially
from Switzerland to
spend a couple of days
with us in Devon to get
his teeth into the good
life. He gets the prize

for being the most far
flung of our growing
band of “graduates” to
date (more than a hundred of you so far).
And in Norway, Vicky
and her husband Egil sit
cosily by the fire, with
our Badger Face lambskins at their backs.
The photo shows Egil’s

chair with his birthday
Torddu lambskin; Vicky
has a Torwen (black
with cream border) on
her chair, and now all
her children want one
too. As far as I know,
the furthest our ducks
have travelled is to the
outer reaches of Scotland; the Hebrides and
the Shetland Islands.
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Breed societies build their own websites

Whiteface Dartmoor
(Photo by Rob Wolton
courtesy of Hedgelink)

Our DIY website courses have a special focus on supporting small businesses such
as smallholders, farmers, and breed societies (although any small business is very
welcome). Many of our smallholder participants are looking to build a website for
an arts & craft gallery, their B&B, for specialised food products (the yummy sample of the air dried ham was much appreciated) and for other services they offer
such as accountancy.
In the summer we had two sheep breed societies sitting amicably side by side,
learning how to go online and build and maintain their own web presence
quickly, with ease and at minimal cost. Mary Heard of the South West Mule
Group said:
"We've really enjoyed putting into practice the skills we learned with Andrew - his tuition
was very informative and engaging. We now have something we can be proud of and it's
good to get our society on the web."

South West Mules

If you want to know more, check out the smallholder training website or call us
on 01837 810276 .

Welsh Mountain lamb & Berkshire pork/gammon boxes
You can choose from:
Half lamb box (app. 5-6
kilos) - £45 collected/£60
delivered
Whole lamb box (app 1012kilos) - £85 collected/
£100 delivered

We sold out our first batches of this
year’s lamb which looked and tasted
fantastic, but there’s still time to order your own grass fed Welsh Mountain lamb. Delivery (direct to your
door) will be from October onwards
and prices remain unchanged from
last year. Your lamb will be delivered
in a cool box with chill packs, ready
to cook or to put in the freezer.

A whole lamb takes up
about one and a half
shelves in an upright
freezer. Lambs are delivered to your home, work,
neighbour, friend, wherever you choose within
mainland England, Wales
and most of Scotland.

To match your cooking preferences you can have:
Legs whole or halved
Shoulders whole, or halved, or
whole boned and rolled
Breast boned and rolled, or
minced
Loin as a rack, or as chops
If you have any other butchery
requirements, do ask and we'll
do our best to accommodate.
We are also taking orders for
our Berkshire pork, gammon
and bacon boxes.
If you have any questions call
Debbie on 01837 810569 or
email:
debbie@southyeofarmwest.co.uk
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Aunt Dahlia takes it to the edge

We might warn people
not to name their future sausages and
chops, but our breeding
pigs have pretty fancy
monikers. PG Wode-

house loved the Berkshire pig, so our Jeeves
and Wooster inspired
herd consists of Aunt
Agatha, Aunt Dahlia
and Bingo Little, the
chap who fell in love
with every girl he met.
We chose Dahlia (one
of Aunt Agatha’s daughters) as a breeder because of her stunning
conformation, but

would she come into season? She should have
had her first piglets at 13 months but having cohabited with various boars she showed no signs of
obliging. You have ‘til end of August, we told her,
or its sausages for you. So she got to work, and
Bingo successfully fathered her first litter, born at
the beginning of September.
Piglets are always a wonder—they are so tiny
compared with their mother, but vigorous and
delightful, tumbling over each other to get to the
teats, or to burrow in the deepest patch of straw.
And now that the sows are doing their stuff we
should have a regular supply of weaners available.

Bread of heaven and pizza parties
Years before Hugh Wotnot-Eats-It-All made
building your own clay
oven the zeitgeisty activity of certain country
folk, Andrew was itching to create his own.
The original spark was
so long ago that the
only book he could then
get on the subject was
written in French.
August 2010 was penciled in as cob oven
making holiday treat,
and after discarding this
site and then that, he
plumped for an under
cover position so that
we can cook bread and
pizza in the rain and still
stay dry(ish).
The semi-circular plinth

was built from stone
left over from the
roundhouse, the oven
from clay and shale dug
from around the farmyard.
Just for you I asked
Andrew: What is cob?
“Cob is a mixture of aggregate and sand,
bound together with
clay. 75%-85% aggregate to 15-25% clay is
about the right proportions; too much clay
and the cob will shrink
and crack as it dries
out. Chopped straw is
added to the mix to improve the tensile
strength.” So there you
have it. (Umm, what’s
aggregate?).

Andrew putting on the clay render before scooping out the sand former and shaping the door.

There’s a slide show of the process on
Debbie’s blog: http://mopsa.blogspot.com/.

SOUTH YEO FARM WEST
Autumn activities
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The full to do list freaks us out, but the seasonal one
seems more manageable. This autumn we’ll be:
Getting the ewes ready for tupping and buying a
new Torwen ram for their pleasure
Planning hedge cutting, hedge laying and fencing
Harvesting the huge apple crop for cider and juice
Preserving: jams, relishes, chutneys, vinegars
Running a host of courses
Taking lambs to the butcher
Trying out the new cob oven
Cutting a mass of firewood

A weekend in the life: 11th & 12th September 2010
In order to keep as closed
a breeding flock as possible (avoiding bringing in
outside livestock to minimise disease risks), we
have to buy new rams
every two years to
ensure the ewes aren’t
related to their mate. So
it was time for Samson,
our Torwen ram, to move
to pastures new. He’s a
stunning specimen and at
3 years old has years of
productive life ahead of
him. So we put him into
the native and rare breed
auction in Holsworthy.
On the same day as we
were running our weekend Intro to Smallholding
course.
I envisaged Andrew being
held up at the sale for

hours whilst I not only
ran my sessions but
wrestled with his workshops, made lunch, and
answered 8 people’s
flowing and eager questions simultaneously.
No problem. Andrew
was there and back before I’d got out of the
shower.
Our course participants
were charming, lively,
and great fun and all
arrived early enough to
have a breather before
we zoomed into the
mêlée of information
and activity. We talked
legal stuff, played with
tools and equipment,
munched lunch, herded
and handled sheep,

oohed and ahhed at the
piglets, sexed ducks,
discussed health, welfare, feeding and housing and shared dreams
and aspirations, practicalities, finances and
more.
On the Monday morning we received a flurry
of extraordinarily complimentary emails that
made us blush with
pride and pleasure.
Everyone went away
inspired and full of
ideas and plans, determined to move from
vague thoughts to concrete realities.
For us, it’s like having a
lively house party
where your brain is

drained for every bit of
knowledge from eager
folk who are up for all
kinds of challenges and
new experiences. We
were tired, but we
smiled for days. And the
next course is this weekend.

